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Introduction

You’ve just been told that one
of the most important people
in your life has cancer.

Now What…?
There are probably so many things running
through your head – questions, feelings, new
thoughts – that it’s hard to know where you are,
let alone where you might be going or what you
might do. You are probably asking now what?
Well, this book is designed to help you
understand some of what is going to
happen, make sense of it and give you some
directions for the challenge that your parent’s
cancer diagnosis has thrown at you.
Cancer is the last thing that anyone would
invite into their lives but like lots of other
things, you don’t have much control over it.
Having the right kind of help and
information can make a big difference.
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Introduction

This is not a “book” to be read from
beginning to end but rather something for
you to dip into when you need it. It contains
information, practical tips plus some support
and encouragement to assist you.
You can also log onto the website
www.nowwhat.org.au to access the information
as well as read some more detailed information
about some topics.The website also has other
useful resources, stories, blogs and forums
to support you through this tough time.
We have used the words parent, mum or dad
when referring to the person who has cancer
in your family. This is for simplicity even though
we know that for some of you reading this,
the person who looks after you could be
a grandparent or another adult. It doesn’t
matter who that person is, the
journey is still the same.

You may use all of what’s
inside this book or you may
only choose to use a bit.
That’s OK.

Top Tips
Don’t let others
keep on giving you
bad advice

We’ve had a lot of input from
other young people who
have shared the same stuff,
so we hope that you find
something in here that helps
to unscramble the world you
have suddenly landed in.

2
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Head Stuff/Take a breath

It is not your fault

OK, you now know that
your parent has cancer
and the path of your
life has taken a great
big turn.
As hard as it may be at this
point to focus on anything,
there are a few things that can
help you to get a better handle
on the situation.
(And while you are reading
these you can stop holding
your breath!)

Many people
survive cancer
There are over 250,000 people
living with cancer in Australia
today. Discoveries of new
and more effective ways of
diagnosing and treating cancer
are being made all the time,
leading to improved survival
rates. Even though you may

be completely freaked and
your parent may be quite
sick, remembering this may
give you some hope during
tough times.

There are others
out there (no, not
just aliens!)
While no-one will feel exactly
the same way as you, there
are lots of other young people
out there who are living with
a parent who has cancer. It can
help to know that others are
experiencing similar things.
See “Where to get help” for
websites to connect with other
young people.

Cancer is caused by lots of
things, many of which doctors
don’t even understand. But
none of these have anything
to do with anything you said,
did or thought.

Knowledge is power
Having the right information
can be a big help in dealing
with your parent’s cancer.
Learning about the particular
cancer and its treatments can
take some of the fear out of it.
Things imagined can often be
worse than the reality.

Hope
Hang on to hope. It doesn’t
matter how dark things may
get, try and find something to
be hopeful for.
No-one can take that from you;
never give it up.

3
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Head Stuff/Cancer facts

You would have been familiar with
the word cancer even before your
parent was diagnosed. But knowing
what it actually is, is a different thing.
There are so many stories about it
and so much written about it, but
not all of what you read in the mags,
newspapers and the net or see on
TV is correct. (What a surprise that
must be.)
Part of the difficulty of understanding what
cancer is comes from the fact that cancer refers
to more than a hundred different diseases.
All of these diseases have one thing in common:
cells that divide and grow abnormally.
Our bodies are made up of billions of cells –
they are basically like building blocks.
Normally, cells grow and divide to make more
cells only when the body needs them.
This orderly process helps to keep the body
healthy, replace worn out cells and to heal after
an injury.
4
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Head Stuff/Cancer facts

At the start I really wish I knew...
how I would miss all the things that mum
used to be able to do.

However, sometimes this process doesn’t go
according to plan and the cells can get out of
control, producing new ones even when they
aren’t needed. This behaviour by the cells can
form a mass of tissue called a growth or a
tumour. Tumours can be benign (not cancerous)
or malignant (cancerous).
Benign tumours can often be removed and don’t
spread to other parts of the body.
Malignant tumours can invade and damage
nearby tissues and spread to other organs in
the body. The spread of cancer from one part
of the body to another is called metastasis.
Cancers are usually named for the organ or type
of cell in which they begin. So lung cancer would
have started in the lungs.
Some, like leukaemia, do not form tumours but
are diseases of the bone marrow and blood.
The most common adult cancers are explained in
the “What cancer is that” chart on page 55.

Why do people get
cancer?
The causes of most cancers
are unknown. However some
things like smoking, spending
too much time in the sun, not
getting enough exercise and
not having a healthy diet, may
put people at a higher risk of
getting certain types of cancer.
Coming in contact with certain
chemicals and toxins can also
increase the risk.
If you have a particular risk
factor for cancer, this does
not mean that you will
definitely get cancer, just as
not having it does not mean
that you won’t get it. It is all
about probability.
Smoking is a good example
of this: if you smoke, it is not
certain that you will get cancer.
5
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Head Stuff/Cancer facts

If you don’t smoke, it is not certain that you
won’t. But if you smoke, your risk of getting
lung cancer is far higher than if you don’t.
Nine out of ten people who develop lung
cancer are smokers.
However sometimes your parent may not have
had any of these risk factors, yet they still got
cancer. Often there is no apparent reason for
the cancer.

Will my parent die?

Can mum or dad pass it on to
me (like my eye colour)?

This is discussed in more detail in the chapter
“If treatment no longer works”.

Only a small number of cancers (between
5-10% or less than 1 in 10) seem to be the
result of having a faulty gene and these tend
to be the cancers that affect older people.
So, say your dad has bowel cancer and maybe
your grandfather had it, there is a chance that
it could be caused by a faulty gene. But it doesn’t
mean that you will get it as a young person.
If you are concerned about this you can talk to
your parents, ask their doctor or check out one of
the websites in the “Where to get help” section
on page 78.

Remember:

Most cancers are not passed down from parent
to child. However there are some cancers that
do have a genetic component. That is they are
caused by a faulty gene that may have been
inherited from your parents.

Seventy percent of people who get
cancer are over 60.

You may worry that you will catch cancer
(no, it’s not a silly thought). You can’t. It is not
a contagious disease. So there are definitely
no problems with hugs and kisses.

While many people survive cancer, the reality
is that people do die from it. There are many
factors that affect what the outcome will be for
your mum or dad including what type of cancer
they have, where it is and how advanced the
cancer is.

It’s not like catching a cold

6
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Head Stuff/Getting the right info

Having the right information is an important way
to help you cope with what’s going on.

Not knowing what’s happening
may be more stressful.
Everyone in your family will
deal with things in their own
way. For some people having
all the information is important
but for others just the key bits
are enough.
You may not want all the
information at the very
beginning or you may not want
it all at once. But as time goes
on you may be ready to ask
more questions.

Whatever you choose is OK
but here are some questions
that you may want to ask your
parent, their doctor, the
nurses or the social worker
at some stage.

t 8JMMNZQBSFOUHFUCFUUFS

Remember: You may need
to remind them to speak
in plain English, not doctor
language.

t 8JMMUIFSFCFNPSFUIBOPOF
type of treatment?

t *TUIFSFBDIBODFUIBU*NBZ
get this cancer too?
t 8IBUUSFBUNFOUXJMMNZ
parent get?

t )PXXJMMNZNVNPSEBE
feel while they are having
this treatment?
t 8IBULJOEPGDBODFSEPFTNZ
parent have?
t *TUIFDBODFSQBJOGVM
t 8IBUQBSUPGUIFCPEZEPFT
it affect?

7
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Head Stuff/Getting the right info

t 8JMMUIFUSFBUNFOUCFQBJOGVM
t )PXPGUFOEPUIFZHFUUIJTUSFBUNFOUBOEIPX
long will it last?
t 8JMMJUDIBOHFUIFXBZNZQBSFOUMPPLT GFFMT
or acts?

Remember:

t )PXXJMMXFLOPXJGUIFUSFBUNFOUJT
working?

You may need to remind
them to speak in

t 8IBUXJMMIBQQFOJGUIFUSFBUNFOUEPFTOU
work?

plain English,
not doctor language.

t 8IFSFXJMMUIFZHFUUIJTUSFBUNFOUBOEDBO*
go with them?
There may be other questions that you have.
Use the space below to write them down

Information Overload
When you are stressed, upset or scared, it’s
often hard to take in everything that is said.
More than likely you will only remember a small
amount of stuff that you are told, especially in
the beginning.
So here are a few tips on how to get the right
information and ways to remember it:
t 8SJUFZPVSRVFTUJPOTEPXOCFGPSFIBOE
(or use the list above).
t 8SJUFUIFBOTXFSTEPXO
t "TLQFPQMFUPSFQFBUUIJOHTJGZPVEPOUHFUJU
t "TLUIFEPDUPSPSUIFOVSTFUPVTFBNPEFM
(not a magazine one, but a plastic one) or
draw a picture.

8
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Head Stuff/What are they doing…?

There are over 100 different
types of cancer and each type
is treated differently.
The aim of the cancer
treatment is to get rid of
the cancer cells.
What sort of treatment your
parent receives will depend on
a number of factors:
t UIFUZQFPGDBODFS

Knowing what is being
done to your mum
or dad and why, may
help to take some of
the fear out of this
whole experience.

t XIFUIFSUIFDBODFSIBT
spread
t ZPVSQBSFOUTBHFBOEUIFJS
general health
t UIFJSNFEJDBMIJTUPSZ
t XIFUIFSUIFDBODFSJT
newly diagnosed or if it is
a recurrence (the cancer
came back).

The plan that the treatment
follows is called a protocol.
However, people’s bodies react
differently to treatments so
even if two people have the
same cancer and the same
treatment, how they cope with
it may be different.
It’s important not to compare
your parent’s experience
with another patient – we
are all individuals.
One of the hardest parts of this
journey is waiting to see if the
cancer treatment is working.
The situation can be changing
all the time. One day your
parent may be feeling really
well and then the following
week they can be feeling
sick again.
Unfortunately, what side
effects your parent gets or how
severe they are has nothing to
do with whether the treatment
is working.
9
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The doctors may try one treatment and then try
something new and the treatment can last for
several months or even years.
This uncertainty can make things really hard
for everyone.
When things seem really bad, try to focus on the
fact that the treatment your parent is undergoing
is working to stop the cancer and eventually
make them better.
The charts on page 61 give brief overviews of
the main types of treatments: their medical
names, what they actually are, how they are
given and what their side effects may be.
You may have a lot more questions to ask
after reading this. Check out the
recommended websites for more information
or ask your parents or the medical staff treating
your parent.
(See tips for talking to your parents and the
medical team on pages 7 & 8.)

Things to look for
When your parent is being
treated for their cancer they
can get infections more easily.
That’s because the white blood
cells that fight infections in our
bodies are often affected by the
treatment, making it harder to
fight things like colds, the flu
or chicken pox.
An infection could make your
mum or dad sicker, so they
may need to stay away from
crowded places or people
who have an illness they could
catch. You can help by:
t washing your hands regularly
to avoid spreading germs
t MFUUJOHZPVSQBSFOULOPXJG
you’ve been in contact with
someone who is sick or has
a cold
t not coming in close contact
with your parent if you get sick
(this is another good reason
for taking care of yourself)
t checking with the doctors
or nurses if you are worried
about infections or other stuff
that may harm your parent.

10
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Head Stuff/When to worry

Your parent may be really sick
while they are being treated and
sometimes it is hard to know what
is a normal reaction to the treatment
and what is something that you need
to worry about.

t8IFOEP*XPSSZBCPVUBUFNQFSBUVSF

Your mum or dad may also get sick after
treatment is finished and you might be worried
about that as well.

t8IBUJG*OPUJDFCMPPEPOBUPXFM JOUIFUPJMFU
or in their bed?

To help you work out when to worry and when
not to, here is a list of questions to ask that
can help to sort this out. You may want to ask
another adult or the nurse who is looking after
mum or dad to get these answers for you. You
could even just give them the list and they can
put in the answers for you.

t)PXNVDIWPNJUJOHJTUPPNVDI
t4IPVME*XPSSZJGUIFZBSFBCJUTMFFQZ
or vague – more than normal?
t8IBUBCPVUHPJOHUPUIFCBUISPPNBMPU

t*TJUBQSPCMFNJGUIFZDVUUIFNTFMWFT
anywhere?
t8IBUJG*OPUJDFCSVJTFT
There may be other questions that you have or
that relate directly to your parent’s situation. Use
the space below to write others down.

There is also a Don’t Freak Checklist at the back of the booklet (page 77) so that you can write
down the answers to these questions.
11
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Head Stuff/Good googling

Without stating the obvious, the net is a great
source of information but as we all know it is
also full of some weird stuff. That’s not always
helpful when you are trying to get accurate
and useful information.

Here are a few tips to
make your Googling a bit
more successful.

Always check
the source of the
information
Much of the information on
the net, while well meaning,
can be misleading or out
of date. Look at where the
information is coming from.
There are many reliable cancer
organisations that have great
information that is accurate and
up to date. (See the list of some
of these in the “Where to get
help” section on page 78.)

Don’t believe it all
If the claims in an article seem
too good to be true, then they
probably are.
Living with cancer can make
us all very open to promises of
cures and miracle treatments.
It’s a good idea to check out
the claims made with your
parents, their treating doctor
or a reliable web source.

12
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Look who is behind
the website you
are on
If it starts with something like
“I cured my own cancer in
three weeks” or “The facts the
medical profession won’t tell
you”, it is a good guess that it
is not a reliable site.
People have all sorts of reasons
for putting stuff up on the web.

What they don’t
tell you
Every treatment has risks and
benefits. If the site doesn’t
mention both the good and bad
bits it may not be telling the
whole story. If you hear about
a treatment from one website
look for other evidence that
backs it up on another website.

Make sure you are searching
the right stuff
Each cancer is different but the treatments
and outcomes for the same cancer can also
be different depending on things like the stage
and where it is in the body.
Before you head off into cyberspace, see if you
can find out these things about your parent’s
cancer. (Could save you from freaking over
something that you don’t have to!)

Use the web information as a
starting point
Information found on the web can be a good
way to start a conversation with your mum or
dad. Having information can help you to feel a
little bit more in control. It is possible that you
are better at searching the net than your parents.
This may be one way that you can provide some
practical support.
13
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Heart Stuff/Changing roles

t:PVSFIPNFBMPOFNPSF BOE
you thought that might be
fun?!).
t:PVSFMPPLJOHBGUFSZPVOHFS
brothers and sisters.
t:PVHFUGBSNFEPVUUP
relatives and friends.
t:PVEPOUHFUUPTQFOEBT
much time with your friends.
This can all seem very scary,
challenging and at times even
very unfair.

No matter how much
you hoped it wouldn’t,
life changed once your
parent was diagnosed
with cancer.
Living with a parent who has
cancer can affect your life
in almost every way. Some
changes are really big while
some are not as noticeable.
Often the focus is on how
cancer affects your feelings
but it can also mess with
everyday life: routines
change, it’s not always easy
to plan for things, people act
weird and nothing seems
certain anymore.

You may have to dig deep and
find a strength that you didn’t
know you had.
You may also have to put up
with well meaning people
telling you how brave you are
(when really all you want is
for it all to go away).
People will deal with things
in different ways as they try
to make sense of this new
situation. You may be unsure
about the future, what is
happening at home or even
what’s going on in the
family now.
Do these things sound familiar?
t:PVSFEPJOHNPSFBSPVOE
the house – have you had to
find the washing machine?

tNJOVUFOPPEMFTHFUSFBMMZ
boring after a week.
t:PVWFIBEUPNPWFCBDL
home.
You may feel like your normal
life has been stolen from you.
This isn’t fair and definitely
not what you asked for. This
reaction is perfectly OK. Most
of us are happy with routines
in our lives and don’t like too
many changes, especially
when those changes feel out
of control and life is not how
you want it to be.
Although it is much easier
said than done (aren’t most
things!?), try to be flexible
and take each day as it comes.
Getting used to what this now
means for you, your parents
and the rest of the family may
take a while.
15
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Heart Stuff/Relationships

A cancer diagnosis can put a strain
on all of your relationships: parents,
brothers, sisters and friends.
Dealing with these changes can be really hard.

Parents
Whether your parents live together, are
separated or you only have one parent, your
relationship with them will more than likely go
through some changes. Lots will depend on your
age, whether you are still at school or working
and whether you have moved out of home.
All of us have the ‘normal’ parent/child hassles
and conflicts, and the bad news is that cancer
can make these even tougher to deal with.

That’s not to say that there isn’t also a really
big chance you will develop a better relationship
with your mum or dad and come to appreciate
things that you may not have been aware of
before. Little disagreements may no longer
seem so important.
Don’t expect things to change overnight – if
there were things you didn’t agree on before
it doesn’t mean you will miraculously see eye
to eye now that they have cancer.
You still want to be you but now circumstances
mean that some things have to change.
Seeing your parent sick, in pain and maybe
not even looking like they used to is really hard.
It can make you feel guilty if you get angry
with them or want to do things that they don’t
agree with.
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Heart Stuff/Relationships

There may also be a lot of focus on your parent
who is unwell and you may feel a little left out
of their lives. Things like birthdays, special
events or school meetings may get forgotten.
This can be hard to handle but it doesn’t
mean they don’t love you, just that they
are dealing with a heap of stuff as well.

We are all individuals and will deal with things
differently. You probably have set roles in your
family: you know, the responsible one, the
rebel, the quiet one, the one everyone blames.

You will probably read a lot about the importance
Just like your relationship with your
of talking about things and not bottling things
parents there may need to be some
up. That can be easier said than done. It is
negotiations and lots of talking about the
really important to learn how to do this.
changes that are going on in the family.
4FFi5BMLJOHJTUPVHIwPOQBHFGPSUJQTPO
If you are the oldest in the family you may take
how to communicate with your parents.
on some extra responsibilities – for some of
Your parents may also worry that you have
you this may be fine but others may find it a
no-one to talk to and may want to organise for
big hassle. Younger brothers and sisters may
you to meet with a social worker, psychologist
also not like the fact that they think you are
or counsellor.
being the parent. You know the cry: “You’re
Whilst you may not want to admit it, they are
not mum/dad! Stop bossing me around!”
probably right and are only doing it because
But the other side to this is that sometimes it
they are concerned about how you are doing.
really does bring you closer together. It puts
Let them know if you are talking to people and
you on the same team and you’ll learn stuff
if you do feel like you have some support.
about each other that you didn’t know.

Brothers and sisters
Best friends or biggest pains? Brothers and
sisters often have a love/ hate relationship
and when you throw a really sick parent
into the mix things can get a bit tricky.

However just like the relationships with
your parents, don’t expect miracles.
Remember: We all react to difficult
situations and change differently.
We all express our fears and pain
in different ways.
Go easy on each other – believe it or not your
brothers and sisters do understand what you are
going through – they’re going through it as well.

17
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Friends
Friends are always important
– you probably spend as much
time with them (or more) as
you do with your family.
You may act differently
because of your parent’s
cancer, and your friends
might find this difficult to
deal with sometimes.
We know that for many of
you this one is a biggie. You
might wish your friends were
better at being there for you.
Remember: You may have
acted the same way as your
friends are acting before
you had this experience.

As unfair as it may seem, you
may have to help your friends
to deal with what is happening
for you. They might need help
in getting over their fears.
Often you will have to make
the first move and to let your
friends know that you are able
to talk about your situation.

It’s not because they don’t
care, but more that they just
don’t know what to say.

Below are a few things that
you might want to think about
concerning your friends.

Sometimes your friends will
say stuff that really annoys
you and makes you angry. This
can be really hard. But try to
keep in mind they didn’t try
to tick you off on purpose, it’s
just that they don’t understand.
It’s OK to let them know. You
can start with “You know,
that annoys me when….”.

Friends don’t
know what to say
Your friends may be scared
to say the wrong thing or to
ask you a question. Often
they will just say nothing.

If you want to talk you may
have to start the ball rolling.

Friends won’t say
things to deliberately
tick you off

Some of the things your friends
may be thinking include:
t 8IBUBN*TVQQPTFETBZ
or do?
t )PXDBO*CFBGSJFOEUP
someone whose parent
has cancer?
t 4IPVME*TUJMMTIBSF
things that are bothering
me? They seem trivial
compared to what my
friend is going through.

The most useful piece of
information that I got was...

to talk to other people
and relax.

18
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Friends may ask tough
questions (or even questions
that seem a bit silly)
Be prepared for questions that may seem
strange – remember all the things that you
didn’t know before all this started.
Sometimes you may not want to answer
questions about your parent’s cancer.
It is OK to let your friends know that
you don’t feel like talking right now.

Top Tips
Don’t push yourself
beyond what u feel

comfortable with,
don’t try and be what
someone else expects
you to be.

Your friends have their
own lives
It may seem that your friends are just getting
on with their lives without you and you feel a
little left out. Try to remember that they have
their own lives too and they aren’t facing the
same situation as you are. Unfortunately, the
world doesn’t stop just because your parent
has cancer (although for you it may seem like
you have entered a whole different world).
Try to stay in touch and let your friends know
that you still want to be part of what’s going on
even if you can’t always go out and do things.
SMS, msn, on-line social networking sites (like
FaceBook and My Space) are all great ways to
stay in touch (if you have access to these). You
could even use the old fashioned home phone.

Friends may change
It’s amazing how common experiences can lead
to friendships. You may connect with other young
people who are going through the same thing.
It may be easier to talk to them about what is
happening for you because they understand.

Lots of young people say that this
is often the best support.
You may also lose some friends along
the way. Some people find it too hard
and you may also decide that they
are just not worth the hassle.
Having positive people in your
life is important at this time.
Go to www.nowwhat.org.au and
www.canteen.org.au to find ways
to connect with other young
people in the same boat.
Also check out the “Tear off tips
for friends” and the “Talking cards”
at the back of the book.
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Heart Stuff/Let’s talk about feelings

Dealing with your
parent’s cancer can
throw up all sorts of
different feelings. Some
you may have expected
and others may come
as a complete surprise.
It may not always be so easy
to pinpoint your actual
feelings and they can also be
hard to understand.
Remember: There is no right
or wrong way to feel.
It may feel a bit like being
thrown around in a washing
machine (not that many of
us have ever experienced

that, but just pretend) or the
experience has been described
as like being on an “emotional
rollercoaster”. Maybe this
refers to the feeling of racing
along feeling like you have no
control or maybe it is the big
ups and downs that you feel.
Many of you may not be
comfortable sharing your
feelings and sometimes you
hope that if you just ignore
them they will go away. (Guess
what? They don’t.)

Feelings are not good or bad,
they are just feelings. Even
if you hope that they will go
away, try to ignore them, or
even feel guilty about them,
they will still just be there.
The problem is that when
things get bottled up they need
to get out somehow and this
can lead to behaviour that is
not safe, angry outbursts or a
bit of a meltdown. As hard as
it may be, finding some way to
express what you are feeling is
really important in helping you
to deal with the stress of living
with a parent who has cancer.
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Heart Stuff/Let’s talk about feelings

The list of emotions below may help you put
a name to what you are feeling.
(These are what other young people have
described.) You may experience all of these
at some stage, or maybe only one or two. You
may switch from one to the other depending on
what is happening in your family and with your
parent’s treatment.

Shock/Disbelief
More than likely you will feel shocked when you
hear that your parent has cancer. You may also
go through a stage of disbelief.
This can happen even if you thought that
something was up. Cancer was probably not
what you were expecting.

Scared
Doesn’t matter how tough,
grown up or brave you are
– finding out your parent has
cancer can scare the crap out
of you.
There is a lot of fear around
a cancer diagnosis. Some of
it may be based on facts but
others may be about things that
won’t or can’t happen. Some of
the fear may go away as time
goes on.
Admitting that you are afraid
can sometimes be a big relief.

Angry
Feeling angry when you first
find out that your parent has
cancer is pretty normal. You
may think that it’s not fair, want
to know why it has happened
to you (and your mum or dad).
And then you may get angry at
yourself for feeling that way.
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Heart Stuff/Let’s talk about feelings

It is OK to feel angry but learning some positive
ways to express it is important. See “Safe ways
UPBDUPVUZPVSGFFMJOHTwPOQBHF
Anger can hide other feelings like fear
or sadness.

Sad
There are lots of reasons to feel sad about your
parent’s cancer and it’s all part of the reaction to
it. However, if these feelings get really bad, don’t
seem to go away after a few weeks and start to
get in the way of other things then you may be
Neglected
feeling depressed. (See “When it all seems too
With so much of everyone’s
NVDIwPOQBHFGPSNPSFPOEFQSFTTJPO
energy and focus going into
Guilty
your sick parent it may feel
Some of you may get “the guilts” big time about like you are being left out or
your parent’s cancer. This can be about a number forgotten. It’s not uncommon
of things; you’re healthy and they’re not, you’ve
for the family’s focus to change.
wished bad things would happen to them or
It can be hard to accept that
argued with them, you laugh and still have fun
you don’t get as much attention
or you wish you didn’t have to do the extra things at this time.
that you may have to do.

Nothing
Sometimes you may feel nothing. This can be
connected to shock or disbelief. It can also be
about being too busy in your own life – new
boy/girlfriend, school etc.
It may take a while to feel something. Again,
don’t be hard on yourself, this doesn’t mean you
don’t care – it’s just that you may take time to
deal with it.

Embarrassed

Your parent may look different
and perhaps act a bit differently
because of the cancer. People
may also ask questions that
you don’t know how to answer.
Having a parent with cancer
can make you feel different
and that is not always easy
to handle.
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Heart Stuff/Talking is tough

Cancer is a tough
topic to talk about
(no kidding!!!). You may
have stuff that you want
to know but you’re not
sure how to ask your
parent. Your parent may
not be ready to talk or
perhaps your parent
wants to talk but you
are not ready to listen
or talk to them.
While lots of pamphlets and
videos show families all sitting
around talking and sharing their
innermost thoughts, the reality
is not all families talk openly
and honestly about things that
are happening or their feelings.
A cancer diagnosis isn’t going

to miraculously change that.
In fact it is probably only going
to make it more difficult.
But difficult things can become
more difficult if everyone goes
around thinking about it, but
not sharing how they are
feeling and talking about what
is really going on. The trick is
to find ways that you can talk
and communicate.
You may be surprised how
much better it is when things
are talked about.
You’ve heard it before but not
talking about it won’t make it
go away.
Lots of things can get in the
way of talking openly.

Things to think
about
There is no right or wrong way
to talk about things.
Let your parent know that you
want to know what is going on.
Your parent might not want to
talk about their cancer because
they don’t want to worry you.
Maybe your parent doesn’t
have all the information
themselves. Let them know that
you would like them to share
the information once they have
it. Good or bad.
It can be difficult to talk about
the situation if there is a big
gap between what you want to
talk about and what your parent
wants to talk about.
23
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However there is this policy
called “patient confidentiality”.
Your parent’s doctors are not
able to tell you stuff about
your parent’s treatment or their
prognosis (what the outcome
may be) without your mum or
dad’s permission.

It may be easier for you to talk to someone else
in your family or even someone outside the
family. This is OK. Think about people who you
trust and feel comfortable with. (See “Getting
TVQQPSUwPOQBHF

Talking Tips
It may help to think about what you want to ask
and what you want to say before you start.
It may be really hard to start with and there may
be lots of silent moments. That’s OK.

Try not to worry about it too much – this whole
thing is strange and scary and it may take time
to work out the best way to talk to each other.

If talking is too hard
Sometimes talking is too hard but you still want
your mum or dad to know how you are feeling.
These may help:
t 5SZXSJUJOHBMFUUFS
t 'JOEDBSETUIBUTBZXIBUZPVNBZCFGFFMJOH
t 4FOEBO4.4
t 'JOERVPUFTUIBUZPVmOEJOTQJSJOHBOETIBSF
them with your mum or dad.
t %SBX

When you want to know more
If it is information that you need, then you can do
some research yourself or speak to the doctors,
nurses or social workers.

For some parents not telling
the whole story is a way of
protecting you. Closing the gap
between what your parents
want you to know and what you
want to know can take some
delicate negotiating.

Top Tips:

Talking can be easier if you are doing something
else at the same time – driving in the car,
cleaning up in the kitchen.

Expect a lot of mixed or confusing emotions

Try not to freak if you or your parent gets upset
– this is not an easy thing to be talking about.

How to get around it? You
can ask your parents to give
the doctor permission to give
you information. But be aware
if your mum and dad has told
the doctor that they do not
want you know some things
then the doctor has to obey
those wishes.
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You don’t need to be a genius to
figure out that having cancer can
really mess with your life.

This can be treated by a doctor. (See “When
JUBMMTFFNTUPPNVDIwPOQBHFGPSTPNF
warning signs.)

Knowing how your parent is feeling about it
could help you figure out how to support them
or at least understand where they coming from.

Scared

It may surprise you but your mum or dad is
probably feeling many of the same things
you are.

Your parent may be afraid of how their cancer
will change their life as well as the lives of the
rest of the members of your family.
Treatment can also be a scary thing; your mum or
dad may even be frightened that they will die.

Sad or depressed

Anxious

Your mum or dad may not be able to do the
things they used to do and they will miss these
activities. Just as your friends may not know
what to say to you, your parent may have the
same issue with their friends.

There are lots of things that could cause your
parent to worry; how they are going to go to
work, pay bills, how the treatment will affect
them and how they will look. And like all other
parents they are probably worried about how
you’re doing.

Depression (as opposed to just feeling down) is
not uncommon for people diagnosed with cancer.
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Heart Stuff/Supporting your parent

Angry
Cancer treatment and its side effects can be very
difficult to go through. Your parent’s anger can
sometimes come from feelings that are hard to
express like frustration and fear. Try to remember
that they are most likely angry at the cancer and
not at you.

Lonely
Having cancer can be a lonely experience and
your mum or dad may feel a bit isolated. They
may find that their friends have a hard time
dealing with their cancer and don’t visit, or they
may be too sick to do things that they used to do.

They may also feel that no-one
understands what they are
going through and that they
need to hide their feelings.
Does a lot of this sound
familiar?

How can you help?
Firstly, remember you are
not responsible for making
everyone happy or for solving
everyone’s problems. There
are some things that you can
do that will help and this might
make you feel like you are
better supporting your parent.

One thing I have learnt from this experience is...
never assume the worst, always think of the positives
and always look forward to the future.

Be positive
This can be good for you and
your family, but don’t feel like
you have to be upbeat all the
time, especially if that is not
how you feel. Looking for the
positive in things can make a
difference. Just being yourself
is OK.

Be patient
You and your parents are under
a lot of stress. Routines may
have changed and your parent

may not behave in ways that you are used to. Try
and understand that and be patient with them
and yourself. If you find it is getting too much,
take a walk, listen to some music or just find
some space for yourself.
4FFi8IBUTBDPQJOHTUSBUFHZ wPOQBHFGPS
more ideas.)

Help out at home
Depending on which parent has cancer, the extra
things you may need to do could vary. They may
involve helping out with younger brothers and
sisters, cooking meals, doing the washing.
You may also need to be around the house
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Heart Stuff/Supporting your parent

more, especially if both of your
parents are spending time at
the hospital.
Often it is the really small
things that can make a big
difference. Sometimes it is
just doing something without
being asked.

Spend time with
them
Just hanging out with your
parent can really help. You
could watch TV together, read
to them or find something to
laugh about.
Things will change in your life
and you may feel that you need
to be around your mum or dad
a lot more. But it is still OK
to do the things that you did
before they got sick.
Remember: You and your
needs still count.

Remember:
You and

your needs
still count.

Visiting your parent t 8JMMUIFZCFDPOOFDUFEUP
any machines?
Hospitals can be freaky places
at the best of times. (Well,
t 8JMMUIFZIBWFUVCFT 
maybe not for everyone.) They
drips or other stuff attached
may feel even more so when
to them?
your parent is having treatment.
t 8IBUXJMMJUTNFMMMJLF
Knowing what is happening to
t "N*BMMPXFEUPUPVDIUIFN
them and understanding what
to expect when you go to visit
t %PFTUIFNFEJDBUJPOBGGFDU
can help make it less stressful.
their speech or hearing?
Before you visit you might like
t 8JMMUIFZTFFNBCJUiPVU
to know a few things. You can
of it”?
get this info from another adult,
Remember: Your mum or dad
the doctor, an older brother or
is still the same person even
sister or another relative:
though they are sick.
Your mum or dad is still
interested in what is going
on with you and will still want
to be your parent (they may
still even expect you to clean
your room or stay in on a
Friday night).
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Heart Stuff/Supporting your parent

Here are some things to make visiting easier:
t 5BLFZPVSIPNFXPSLUPEPXIJMFZPVWJTJUo
that way you have something to focus
on other than all the medical stuff.
t *GZPVIBWFBDDFTTUPB%7%PSWJEFPQMBZFS
in the hospital room you could take a movie
to watch.
t %PUIFDSPTTXPSEUPHFUIFSPSUBLFBCPBSEPS
card game.

t 5BLFJOUIFJSGBWPVSJUFGPPE
or get take-away delivered.
(Just check that they are
not feeling sick because this
could turn them off their
favourite food forever.)

When visiting is
too hard

There may be practical reasons
that make visiting hard: you
t $BUDIVQPOTPNFTMFFQJOUIFWJTJUPSTDIBJSo have other commitments like
sport training, too much school
just being in the room can be a comfort to
work, exams or work. Visiting
your parent.
hours in some hospitals make it
t 5BLFTPNFNVTJDUPMJTUFOUPPSUIFOFXTQBQFS
hard to fit it all in. Don’t be hard
or a trashy magazine to read.
on yourself if you can’t get to
visit all the time.
Sometimes you just can’t face
visiting. This is OK. But you can
still stay in touch by phone, sms
or even by writing a letter.
If you find that you just can’t
visit at all, then you may need
to find someone to talk to
about this.

Remember:

Remember: Life doesn’t stop
when you have a parent
living with cancer.

Your mum or dad is still the same
person even though they are sick.
28
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Heart Stuff/All about you

While everyone is worried about your parent who
has cancer, it is really important that you take the
time to look after yourself.
It’s not selfish because if you
don’t take care of yourself
then you can’t take care of
anyone else. You’ll need all
your strength to get through
the tough times.

Taking care of
your body
You’ve probably heard it all
before; eat and drink well, stay
away from smoking, drinking
and drugs and get enough
sleep.

That all may seem easier said
than done with everything else
going on in your life right now.
Plus you may not really get why
it is so important.
Basically, your body needs the
right fuel to keep it going. If you
start to skip meals or don’t get
enough sleep your brain can get
that foggy feeling and it just
makes everything else harder to
deal with.
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If you’ve ever seen a baby
scream because it’s hungry or
grizzle because it’s tired, you’ll
get the picture. You might not
do the same things but your
body will still start to feel bad.
The idea is to make it easier –
not harder – for yourself.
These things are a good
starting point:
t &BUJOHXFMMUISPVHIPVUUIFEBZ
t (FUUJOHFOPVHITMFFQ
t )BWJOHSFHVMBSFYFSDJTF

Taking care of your
mind
As well as having a healthy
body, your mind needs looking
after as well. Things to do:
t -FBSOIPXUPSFMBY
t 5BLFUJNFUPDIJMMXJUI
your friends.

t 8SJUFZPVSUIPVHIUTBOE
feelings down (check out the
journal and other spaces to
scribble in this book or start
an online blog).
t Find others who are in the
same situation as you at
www.nowwhat.org.au

t %FBMXJUIUIJOHTTPUIBUZPV
don’t spend time and energy
worrying about them.
t 5BMLUPQFPQMFBCPVUIPX
you are feeling.

t 5BLJOHUJNFPVUUPSFMBY
and unwind.
t -BVHIJOH
t 4FFJOHBEPDUPSXIFOZPV
are not feeling well.

Top Tips

You

are
stronger
than you

think
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When you are living
with a parent who has
cancer, it is normal for
everyday things to seem
hard and for you to have
a whole heap of mixed
emotions. However
sometimes things can
start to seem like they
are out of control and
it can feel like it is all
too much.
It’s really important to
recognise some of these
warning signs and to get
some help.

Depression
People experience depression
and depressed moods in
different ways. Some common
symptoms are:
Mood
t 'FFMJOHTBE NPPEZPSDSBQ
t 'FFMJOHHVJMUZBOECMBNJOH
yourself.
t 'FFMJOHIPQFMFTTPSIFMQMFTT
t 6OBCMFUPGFFMHPPEPSFOKPZ
things that you do normally.
t 1PPSDPODFOUSBUJPOBOE
memory.
t #FMJFWJOHUIBUZPVDBOU
cope and that things are
out of control.
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Behaviour
t /PUIBWJOHNPUJWBUJPO
and energy.
t $SZJOHBMPU
t *ODSFBTFEVTFPGESVHT
or alcohol.
t 8JUIESBXJOHGSPNGSJFOET
and family.

Unhealthy ways to deal with stress
and tough times
A lot gets written about positive ways to deal with stress, but
we all know that there are other ways that you can try to cope
that aren’t exactly so healthy or helpful. Don’t let the fear of
people possibly judging you stop you from asking for help.
/PPOFXJMMKVEHFZPVJGZPVBSFEPJOHBOZPGUIFTF4UBZJOHTBGF
and healthy is more important.

Physical
t -PTJOHZPVSBQQFUJUFPS
overeating.
t $IBOHFTJOZPVSTMFFQ
patterns – waking up during
the night or sleeping more
than normal.
t )BWJOHIFBEBDIFTPS
stomach aches.
t 'FFMJOHQIZTJDBMMZTJDL
Many of these symptoms may
be just part of dealing with the
stress and a normal reaction
to dealing with a parent who
has cancer, but if these feelings
last for more than two weeks
and they start to interfere with
things that you used to enjoy,
then you may be depressed.
Try not to panic – there is help
out there for you. Check out the
websites and phone numbers in
the “Where to get help” section
on page 78.

At the start I really wish I knew...

that cancer can be cured.

If you are into any of the following, you may be at risk of doing
yourself some long-term damage. Find someone you can trust to
share what is happening or use the “Where to get help” section
on page 78.

Drugs and alcohol
You may start using drugs and or alcohol to cover up the pain or
try to make it go away. Or you may simply use them to wipe out
or escape from what is happening for you.
Without the lecture, this is only ever going to be a short term fix.
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Hurting others
Feeling angry when your
parent has cancer is OK.
Anger sometimes covers up all
the other emotions going on
underneath. If you don’t think
you have a safe place to express
yourself you may turn your anger
on others.
Anger is a natural emotion but
violence towards others is never
an OK way to deal with it.
There are better ways to express
your anger that don’t involve
hurting others.

Deliberate self harm
This is when you deliberately
harm yourself, usually in secret.
This can involve cutting, burning,
pulling out your hair, scratching
yourself or picking at sores on
your skin.
Often it is used to cope with
difficult or painful feelings.
It’s also a way of trying to tell
people that you need some
support or feel out of control.

Top Tips

As tempting as it may be for you
to use this as a coping strategy,
it will not help you in the long
term and in fact will only do
you harm.

Ask questions even if you are scared to do so

Heart Stuff/When it all seems too much

Deliberate self harm can give
you an instant sense of relief
but it is only a temporary
solution. You can be left with
permanent scars and ongoing
issues with your mental health.

Safe ways to act out
feelings (especially
anger)
t 1VODIBQJMMPXoVTFZPVS
hands, a stick or anything
else you can get your
hands on.
t $IVDLBUBOUSVNPOZPVSCFE
or in your room.
t (PGPSBSVOQPVOEJOH
the pavement is better than
beating up on yourself or
someone else.
t 8BUDIBTBENPWJFoXIBU
a good excuse for a great
big cry!
t 'JOEBQSJWBUFTQBDFBOE
SCREAM at the top of
your lungs.
t 5BLFBMPOHTIPXFS TIII
don’t tell the water
restriction guys) and cry, sing
or yell while you are in there.
Remember: Having a parent
with cancer sucks, but you
are not alone and there are
people who will understand
and can help.
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Asking for help can be a pretty scary
thing to do.
It may mean having to:
t AGFTTVQUPOPUCFEPJOHBTXFMMBTZPVXPVME
like to be (or are pretending to be)

/PTFSJPVTMZ UIFZXJMMMPPLEJGGFSFOUGPS
different people but will probably have some
things in common.
A good support person will:
tMJTUFOUPZPV

t PQFOVQBCPVUXIBUTHPJOHPO

t OPUKVEHFZPV

t UBMLBCPVUUIJOHTUIBUBSFIBSE

t CFUIFSFXIFOZPVOFFEUIFN

t BENJUUIBUZPVEPOUIBWFBMMUIFBOTXFST

tLFFQUIJOHTQSJWBUF JGBOEXIFOZPVBTL

t CFIPOFTUBOEMFUZPVSHVBSEEPXO

tCFIPOFTUXJUIZPV

But unlike lots of other stuff that you have to
deal with, having a parent with cancer is off the
radar for most young people. It’s not something
that you may have ever thought about, let alone
read anything about or chatted to friends about.

tIBWFBTFOTFPGIVNPVS

Faking the “I’m OK” thing is going to be a whole
lot harder.

It may take a few shots at finding the right
person, but it’s worth making the effort.

What does a good support
person look like?

Parents

Well they’ve got really big hair, wear long
flowing skirts, burn candles and are as old
as your grandmother.

t OPUBMXBZTUFMMZPVUIBUUIFZLOPXIPX
you feel.

Who can you get support from?

You may find that your “well” parent is able to
offer you all the support you need just because
they know you and are around all the time. But
remember they have a lot to deal with and you
may have to be brave and ask for their support.
The same goes for your parent who has cancer.
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Other relatives
Sometimes you get on better with an aunt,
uncle or grandparent than you do with your
parents. (That’s OK.) Maybe you have things in
common, are closer in age (alright not with your
grandparents) or they just get you. Use these
people to get support.

Counsellor
You don’t have to be crazy to see a counsellor.
They will listen to you and you can say things
to them that you may not want to say to anyone
else. The best thing is that you can’t hurt their
feelings or piss them off. They are skilled in
helping to work out ways to cope with anger,
sadness and fear.

GP
Your family doctor may have known you and
your family for a while, so they might understand
what is happening for you. Doctors not only treat
physical problems but can help with offering you
support. You don’t need your parent’s permission
UPTFFBEPDUPSJGZPVBSFPWFS

Teacher
Maybe there is a particular school teacher you
have a good relationship with. Don’t be afraid
to let them know what is going down. They work
with young people all the time and are usually
great listeners and can be an advocate
(someone who is on your side) at school.

Friends
Some friends may be great at giving you just
what you need but you may need to ask. Just
having people know what is happening can help.

Religious leaders
Priests, pastors, rabbis or other religious leaders
are experienced in supporting people in their
communities. You may already be involved in
a youth group. They may be able to give you
just what you are looking for.

Support groups
Sounds lame? There are organisations that work
with young people who are in the same boat.
This might not grab you at first (others have
said the same thing) but once you actually go
you might change your mind. It is said that the
best support comes from those who have been
there and done that. CanTeen, the organisation
for young people living with cancer, has great
programs that offer support. Check out the
website www.canteen.org.au
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t 'JOEXBZTUPIBWFBMBVHI
t 8IFSFWFSQPTTJCMFLFFQ
doing the things that you like
– playing sport, exercising,
hanging out with friends.
t -FBSOIPXUPNFEJUBUFo
you will be amazed at how
good this feels.
t 5BQJOUPZPVSTQJSJUVBMJUZ
– not just traditional religion
but anything that may give
you comfort.

“Coping strategy” is
a fancy term for those
thoughts and actions
that help you deal with
the tough stuff that
having a parent with
cancer throws at you.

Here are a few that may help:

Do I need one?

t (FUTPNFUJNFPVU UIBU
doesn’t mean getting
sent to your room!).

Yep –in fact you may need a
few and they may be different
than the ones you have used
for other things (like exams or
hassles with friends).
We all deal with things in
different ways but
developing some good coping
strategies can help you stay
on top of things.

t 5BMLoFYQSFTTJOHIPXZPV
are feeling is better than
bottling it up.
t "TLMPUTPGRVFTUJPOTBOE
write the answers down.

t &BUDIPDPMBUF
t $IFDLTUVGGPVUPOUIF
Internet.
t 8SJUFBKPVSOBMCMPH

t (FUPSHBOJTFE FTQFDJBMMZ
if you have taken on extra
roles. Things like a weekly
planner and a to-do list can
really make things more
manageable (and no, it’s not
a lame thing to do).
t &BUDIPDPMBUF
t 0GnPBETPNFPGUIFUIJOHT
that you have to do – ask for
help (this is really hard but
really important).
t "OEmOBMMZFBUDIPDPMBUF
(alright not too much and
get some fruit and veggies
as well).
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Heart Stuff/Not a saint

saint
There is a whole lot of
stuff out there about
how being “touched by
cancer” can somehow
make you into a saint,
cause you to give up
all your bad habits and
find the answer to the
universe.
It is true that many young
people say that the experience
has taught them stuff they
didn’t know, made them
appreciate the little things
more and helped them find a
strength that they didn’t know
they had.

So...
tJUTOK not to feel special
tJUTOK to still get cross with
your parent and have all the
normal parent-child issues
tJUTOK to not feel really
brave and think that the
whole experience will be
good for you
t JUTOK to think the whole
thing sucks
tJUTOK to come out the other
end of this still being the
same, faults and all.

But for some of you, the
expectation that this is how it
should be is a really hard thing
to live up to.

Remember
Everyone deals with things their own way and learns
different things from the same experience.
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There is heaps of grief and loss
around living with a parent who
has cancer.
Often we only think about grief and loss in
terms of someone dying but in fact you could
have these feelings even though your mum
or dad is living with their cancer.
Loss is what happens; grief is how we feel
about it.
You can think of loss as any event or thing
that changes the way things have been. It is
sometimes described as that point in time after
which everything is different.
For many of you the first time this happens is
when you are told about your parent’s cancer.
Life may never be the same again. Or it can
happen at other times along the cancer journey.
Some losses will really knock you about while
others may not have such a big impact.
It depends on what sort of changes it will mean
for your life and how you feel about them.
Examples of losses that you may experience as
a result of your parent’s cancer:
t:PVMPTFDPOUBDUXJUIGSJFOETCFDBVTFZPV
can’t go out as much or you don’t feel like
doing the same things.
t:PVSTDIPPMXPSLJTOPUVQUPUIFTUBOEBSEZPV
are used to.
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t.VNPSEBEDBOUXPSLTP
there is a change in your
financial situation.
t(PJOHUPVOJPS5"'&JTUPP
hard because you need to
take care of your parent.
t%BEPS.VNDBOUQMBZ
sport with you because of
their treatment.
t:PVGFFMUIBUZPVIBWFIBE
to grow up a lot and you
miss out on being just a
regular kid.
t"QMBOOFEIPMJEBZXBT
cancelled because of
cancer treatment.
t:PVSNVNPSEBEJTKVTU
not the same after their
cancer treatment.
As you can see, there are lots
of things that you can feel like
you have lost because of what
cancer can do to your family.
Grief is a personal thing and
no two people experience it
the same way. Just like
feelings, there is no right or
wrong way to do it.
What is important is to
recognise when you may be
experiencing grief and to learn
positive ways to deal with it.

The most useful piece of
information that I got was
It wasn’t my fault that the cancer happened.
It’s reassuring that you are not to blame for it.

These are some of the changes you may notice if
you are experiencing grief and loss:
t8BOUJOHUPTMFFQMPUTPSOPUCFJOHBCMF
to sleep.
t%SFBNTPSOJHIUNBSFT
t&BUJOHIFBQTPSOPUXBOUJOHUPFBUNVDI
t)FBEBDIFT
t$SZJOHMPUT
t"WPJEJOHQMBDFTUIBUSFNJOEZPVPGXIBUZPV
may have lost.
Putting a lid on it and hoping it will go away isn’t
always the best way to deal with it. (Have you
gotten the message yet that this is the same
for all sorts of things that you experience when
living with a parent who has cancer?)
Check out these other sections in the book
for ways to take care of yourself:
“What’s a coping strategy?”, “All about you”
and “Getting support” will give you more info.
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much time to even think about what will happen
when the doctors finally say that the treatment
has finished.
The end of treatment can bring up a whole bunch
of emotions, much like when your parent was
first diagnosed.
You might be so relieved that it’s over and then
get mad when you realise that it really isn’t.
Even when the cancer treatment has finished
there can be short and long term side effects
which can continue to have an impact on
your family.
Getting over cancer treatment takes time.
In general, it will take longer for your parent
to recover than the time it took to treat them.
This can be very frustrating for you and your
mum or dad.

Thinking too far ahead
is generally pretty hard
when you are young,
even on the good days.
When mum or dad gets
cancer, it probably gets
even harder.

Cancer and its treatment can leave the body
pretty beaten up (not to mention the mind).
Your mum or dad may find they have to deal with:

You have probably been so
focused on doctors, drugs and
getting by that you haven’t had

t iDIFNPCSBJOwoNFNPSZBOEDPODFOUSBUJPO
problems. These can pop up months or years
after treatment

t CFJOHUJSFEoTPNFUJNFTDBMMFEiGBUJHVFw 
it’s not just normal tired that sleep can fix.
It can be “tired” for days and days
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t EFBMJOHXJUIZPVSQBSFOUT
physical changes; they may
look different, have scars,
be bald or their hair is not
the same, or they may
t QBJOoPOHPJOHGSPNTVSHFSZ 
even be missing an arm,
radiotherapy and chemo
leg or breast.
t NPVUIBOEUFFUIQSPCMFNT
– especially if they had
radiotherapy to the head
and neck
t DIBOHFTJOUIFJSXFJHIU
and their eating habits
t MZNQIPFEFNBPSTXFMMJOHo
this is when an arm or a leg
swells.
Some of the things that may
become issues for you are:
t GFBSUIBUUIFDBODFSXJMM
recur (come back)

For you, there can be a real
sense of loss (and possibly
anger) that your parent is not
the same person they were
before they got sick.
One of the hardest things after
the treatment has finished is
not knowing what happens
next. There may be the
expectation that things will just
get back to normal – but what
is normal and will things ever
be the same?

There will certainly be a time
of re-adjustment. You may feel
that you have just got the hang
of the new responsibilities and
then suddenly you don’t have
to do them anymore. You may
find that you have more time
on your hands or that your
mum and dad are around more
because treatment has finished.
Just like all the other phases
that you have gone through
so far, it will take some
negotiation, heaps of patience
and above all communication to
adjust to life after treatment.

t TFFJOHZPVSNVNPSEBETUJMM
weak and sick
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Heart Stuff/If cancer returns
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Some of you may have to face the fact that your mum or dad’s
cancer has come back. This can be really tough and come as a
big shock. Many of the emotions you felt when you first heard
they had cancer will come crashing back. Understanding what it
means can help.

What is a cancer recurrence/
relapse?

Where does cancer
recur?

A cancer is considered to have recurred when
the cancer returns after your parent has been in
remission. (When there is no evidence of cancer
in the body). This happens because sometimes
some cancer cells were left behind despite
the treatment that they received or brand new
cancer cells develop.

5IFSFBSFUZQFTPGSFDVSSFODF

A cancer recurrence can mean it’s the same
cancer coming back or in rare cases the cancer
may be a completely new cancer.

Local recurrence:
The cancer reappears in the
same place it was first found,
or very close by. The lymph
nodes or other parts of the body
are not affected.
Regional recurrence:
This happens in the lymph
nodes and the tissue in the
area of the original cancer.
Distance recurrence:
This is when the cancer has
spread (metastasised) to other
areas in the body.
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Top Tips
Do your best to be positive
for yourself and your family

Can cancer recurrences be
treated?
Local recurrences may still be curable however
cancers that recur at a site distant from where the
original cancer occurred may be more difficult to
treat.
What treatments your mum or dad receive or
choose to receive will depend on things like where
the recurrence is and what they may be prepared to
go through again.
This may be really hard for you as you may feel like
you have no control over the decisions that your
parent makes and you may be very scared about
what will happen.
Like all the other stages you have been through
with your parent’s cancer, getting the right
information is really important.
Ask people to be honest with you about what is
happening.
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You might even feel despair
– an emotion that you’ve
never felt before. It is just
It is important to remember that
a feeling of hopelessness,
just because your mum or dad
like you are completely lost
is receiving palliative care this
and useless. This is a really
doesn’t necessarily mean that
tough one to cope with.
they are going to die soon.
This time sucks so bad you
This stage can last from as
Sometimes it doesn’t
might feel completely alone
little as a week to a year
matter how hard your
at times, really angry with the
or more. Each situation is
parent fought, how
world, your parent, the doctor,
different. Again, make sure
positive you all have
the nurse or some random
you ask someone you trust
been or how many
walking down the street –
to explain exactly what is
different treatments
because they look healthy and
going on for your parent.
the doctors tried, some
it feels really unfair. Yep
people cannot be cured. During this time you and your
it feels like that because it is.
family will have to face a lot
If this is the case, active
But don’t let that stop you from
of new challenges.
treatment and testing will be
spending time with your parent,
Some of the emotions and
stopped and your mum or dad
having fun, laughing, crying
will be given medicines for pain feelings that you had when you
and sharing your thoughts
first found out about the cancer
and to relieve other symptoms
and feelings with them.
may come back but there are
like nausea and vomiting.
also going to be a whole bunch Remember: There is no right
These medicines are aimed
or wrong way to feel or act
of new ones and they could
at making your parent
when your parent is dying.
be a lot stronger than before.
as comfortable as possible.
This stage is called palliative
care or palliative treatment.
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What is really important at this time is to ask as
many questions as you need to. Ask your mum
or dad, doctors, nurses, social workers.
Ask people to be honest with you. They
may think that you can’t handle it, but you
know that you can and they will see that.
Don’t expect to get it right, everyone is trying
to do their best in a really tough situation.
Be patient with each other.

At the start I really
wish I knew...
how difficult this would be.

Just keep talking to each other and know that
your mum or dad still love you and don’t want to
say goodbye and that the love will never stop.
Some of you may want to make something
together with your parent, maybe a picture,
a scrap book, a video or something that you
will treasure and that is just between you two.
Remember: Only do what feels
comfortable and right for you.
And at this stage you will start to wonder,
“What happens when…”. And there will be
millions of “What happens when…” questions
for you, other family members and your parent.
But most of all, you are going to wonder “What
happens when I don’t have the person with me
to love, and be loved by, anymore?”.
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This could well be your toughest question
ever. This is when a group like CanTeen
(where you can connect with other young
people who have faced the same crappy
outcome), or a professional counsellor or
psychologist could be of most use.
“What happens when…” is a really scary
moment for everyone. You will need some help
for yourself. You will need to be there to help
others like your other parent and siblings.
You will need to have space and time. Asking
can be hard – not asking can be even harder.
All the tips and suggestions in the rest of
the book are just as useful at this time.
Get support, take care of yourself, and be
aware of danger signs if it’s all getting too
much and remember to be easy on yourself.
For those of you who need more
information about this stage in the journey
www.nowwhat.org.au has more detail on this.
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You will have worked out by now that the
rest of the world doesn’t stop because your
world seems to revolve around cancer.
Things like school, other study and work
don’t go away, but trying to juggle it all may
mean you risk dropping some of the balls.

t :PVIBWFMFTTUJNFUP
HFUZPVSIPNFXPSLEPOF
CFDBVTFPGUIFTFFYUSBKPCT

School

t 'SJFOETBOEUFBDIFSTNBZ
BDUXFJSE

If you’re in school it forms a big chunk of your life.
Having a parent with cancer can affect you at school in
lots of ways:
t :PVNBZIBWFEJGmDVMUZDPODFOUSBUJOHPOTUVGGCFDBVTF
ZPVBSFXPSSJFEBCPVUNVNPSEBE
t :PVNBZCFUJSFECFDBVTFZPVBSFEPJOHFYUSBUIJOHT
BSPVOEUIFIPVTF

t .PUJWBUJPONBZCFEPXO
t :PVSXPSLNJHIUOPUCFVQUP
UIFVTVBMTUBOEBSE

While you might not want to be
USFBUFEBOZEJGGFSFOUMZ MFUUJOH
your teachers know what is
going on may mean they cut
you some slack. It will help if
ZPVEPOUIBWFUPQSFUFOEUIBU
everything is OK.
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Years 11 & 12

Work

*GZPVEPOUBTLZPVXPOULOPX

*GZPVBSFEPJOHZPVSmOBM
TDIPPMFYBNTZPVNBZCFBCMF
UPHFUiTQFDJBMDPOTJEFSBUJPOw
JGZPVIBWFNJTTFEXPSL
because you have been looking
after your parent or younger
CSPUIFSTBOETJTUFST PSZPV
IBWFKVTUIBEBIBSEUJNF
coping with it all.

What you tell your employer or
work mates about your parent’s
cancer is completely up to
you. There is no law that says
UIFZOFFEUPLOPX)PXFWFS
ZPVNBZmOEUIBUUIFZBSF
TVQQPSUJWFBOEVOEFSTUBOEJOH 
especially if you have to
UBLFUJNFPGGPSBSFKVTUIBWJOH
BCBEEBZ

$IFDLPVUi8IFSFUPHFUIFMQw
on page 76 for more info.

:PVXJMMOFFEUPTQFBLUPUIF
school counsellor who can
organise this for you.
Remember: It’s not bludging
– just recognising that
things are really hard.

$IFDLXJUIZPVSTVQFSWJTPS 
manager or human resources
manager about your rights
when it comes to taking
time off.
:PVNBZCFFOUJUMFEUPDBSFST
leave or you can take sick
MFBWF BOOVBMMFBWFPSUJNFPGG
XJUIPVUQBZ UIJTTIPVMECFUIF
absolute last resort) if you have
to care for your parent or take
them for treatment.

Other study
*GZPVBSFBUVOJPS5"'& UBMLJOH
UPZPVSMFDUVSFST UVUPSTPS
EFQBSUNFOUIFBETTIPVMEIFMQ
you to work out a strategy to
DPQFXJUIZPVSTUVEZXPSLMPBE
BOEXJUISFDPHOJUJPOPGXIBUJT
going on at home.
.PTUDBNQVTFTIBWFBTUVEFOU
TFSWJDFTDFOUSFUIBUQSPWJEFT
DPVOTFMMJOHBOETVQQPSU
%POUCFBGSBJEUPUBLF
BEWBOUBHFPGXIBUFWFSJTPO
offer to help you get through
these tough times.
Remember: It is best to
deal with things before
they hit crisis point.

One thing I have learnt
from this experience is...

that

life

is what

you

make of it.
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From our experience
we know that there
are some of you who
will have to deal
with financial issues,
banking, Medicare,
private health funds,
Centrelink and other
exciting government
departments.
This can be really
PWFSXIFMNJOHBOETUSFTTGVM 
especially when you are
USZJOHUPEFBMXJUIFWFSZUIJOH
FMTF CVUUIFSFJTBMMTPSUTPG
BTTJTUBODFBWBJMBCMF*UJTKVTU
sometimes a matter of knowing
XIBUUPBTLBOEXIPUPBTL

5IJOHTUIBUZPVDBOHFUIFMQXJUIJODMVEF
t mOBODJBMBTTJTUBODFoZPVNBZCFBCMFUPHFU
a Carer’s Allowance or Carer’s Payment
t SFOUBTTJTUBODF
t QIBSNBDFVUJDBMBMMPXBODF
t DPODFTTJPODBSET
t QBSLJOHWPVDIFSTBUUIFIPTQJUBM
t BDDPNNPEBUJPOEVSJOHUSFBUNFOU
t USBOTQPSUDPTUTUPBOEGSPNIPTQJUBM
Where to get more information:
t "TLUIFTPDJBMXPSLFSBUUIFIPTQJUBM
t 4QFBLUPUIFOVSTFTPOUIFXBSEPSJO
the clinic.
t $IFDLPVUXFCTJUFTBOETVQQPSUTFSWJDFTJO
UIFi8IFSFUPHFUIFMQwTFDUJPOPOQBHF
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Budgeting
4PNFPGZPVNBZmOEZPVSTFMG
SFTQPOTJCMFGPSUIFIPVTFIPME
CVEHFUXIJMFZPVSQBSFOUJT
CFJOHUSFBUFEGPSDBODFS5IJT
DPVMECFBTTJNQMFBTIBWJOH
UPEPUIFXFFLMZTIPQQJOHPSJU
may mean having to look after
BMMUIFmOBODFTGPSUIFGBNJMZ
Knowing how much you have
UPTQFOEBOEXIBUZPVOFFE
UPTQFOEJUPOXJMMNBLFJUB
whole lot easier. That’s what
BCVEHFUJT
Here are a few tips that can
help you tackle this.
t "HPPEJEFBJTUPMJTUBMM
UIFUIJOHTUIBUZPVOFFEUP
CVZBOEQBZGPSPOFJUIFS
a monthly or weekly basis.

t "OPUIFSXBZUPBWPJEUIF
MPUTPGGPPECVUOPUIJOHUP
eat trap is to work out what
ZPVBSFHPJOHUPFBUDPPLGPS
UIFXFFL NBLFBMJTUPGBMM
UIFUIJOHTZPVOFFEBOEUIFO
make sure you buy it all.
t 4VQFSNBSLFUTBSFDIFBQFS
than convenience stores.

t %POUQVUUIFFOWFMPQFT
XJUIUIPTFMJUUMFTFFUISPVHI
XJOEPXTJOUIFUPQESBXFS
BOEGPSHFUBCPVUUIFN
They are most likely bills
BOEXPOUHPBXBZKVTU
t (FUBDBMFOEBSBOEXSJUF
CFDBVTFZPVEJEOUPQFO
on it when the regular bills
UIFN 0SUIFZDPVMECF
DPNFJOBOEOFFEUPCFQBJE
PGGFSTGPSDSFEJUDBSETUIBU
ZPVEPOUXBOUPSOFFEo
t 8IFOZPVBSFEPJOHUIF
JOUIBUDBTF CJOUIFN
TIPQQJOH NBLFBMJTUBOE
stick to it. Having a trolley
Remember: You don’t have
GVMMPG5JN5BNTBOEJDF
to do all of this on your own
DSFBNBOEUIFOOPNPOFZ
and it is OK not to know
GPSNFBUBOEWFHHJFT BOE
how to do things. Don’t be
no loo paper) isn’t so smart. afraid to ask for help.
t "MXBZTQVUBTJEFNPOFZGPS
UIFFTTFOUJBMUIJOHTmSTU 
MJLFGPPE SFOUNPSUHBHF
QBZNFOUT FMFDUSJDJUZBOE
health care.

Top Think
Tips

OF
the
positives

before

the

negatives
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If you haven’t already
got the message, then
we will say it again
TO BE GOOD AT
LOOKING AFTER
SOMEONE ELSE,
YOU HAVE TO LOOK
AFTER YOURSELF
FIRST! That means you
need to get healthy,
and stay healthy by
learning how to feed
yourself some really
good food. If you now
have the job of feeding
your whole family,
then they will get a
health bonus as a
result of your new
cooking skills.

6QUPOPX ZPVQSPCBCMZZFMMFEPVUiXIBUTGPS
EJOOFS wXIFOTUSPMMJOHCZUIFLJUDIFOPOZPVS
XBZUPTPNFXIFSFFMTF4POPXZPVNJHIUCF
UIFPOFHFUUJOHUFYUTGSPNZPVSTJCMJOHTTBZJOH
iXPU[EJOSCSP w:FQ JUMMCFBQSFUUZTUFFQ
learning curve. But the thing is you will get
HPPEBUTIPQQJOH DPPLJOHBOETFSWJOHGPPE
SFBMMZ SFBMMZGBTUCFDBVTFZPVXJMMCFEPJOH
JUPWFSBOEPWFSBHBJO
)FSFBSFTPNFHPPEJEFBTy
*GDPPLJOHJTOFXUPZPV UIFOmOETPNFPOFUP
HJWFZPVCBTJDUJQTBCPVUGPPETBGFUZ LOJGFTLJMMT 
DPPLJOHUFDIOJRVFTBOESFBEJOHSFDJQFTBTLB
GSJFOETNVNPSTXFFUUBMLUIF'PPE5FDIOPMPHZ
teacher at school.
(FUUJOHFOPVHIQSPUFJO GSPNOVUT CFBOTBOE
MFOUJMT FHHT mTI NFBUTBOEEBJSZQSPEVDUT JT
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&BUJOHGBWPVSJUFGPPETXIFO
you are sick or nauseous
can sometimes turn you off
UIFN TPTFSWFUIFTFEJTIFT
on special occasions or
DFMFCSBUJPOTXJUIGSJFOETBOE
family when your parent
feels better.

5IFTNFMMPGGPPEDBO
sometimes make an ill person
GFFMXPSTF BOENBLFFBUJOH
NPSFEJGmDVMU TPUSZDPPLJOH
BOETFSWJOHGPPEPVUTJEFPS
QMBDFBGBOCFIJOEUIFUBCMFTP
the smells are blown away.

)PTQJUBMGPPEDBOCFBXGVMTP
QSFQBSFTPNFIPNFNBEF
NFBMTUIBUDBOCFSFIFBUFEJO
BNJDSPXBWFPSFBUFODPME

4PNFESVHTBOEDIFNPDBO
NBLFGPPEUBTUFNFUBMMJD 
TPTFSWFEJTIFTXJUIQMBTUJD
VUFOTJMT DIPQTUJDLTPS
porcelain spoons.
'SFTIWFHFUBCMFTBOEGSVJUT
can be easier to eat when they
BSFKVJDFE CVUTPNFBDJEJD
KVJDFT MJLFUPNBUP DBOIVSUJG
the person has mouth ulcers.
%SJOLJOHXJUIBTUSBXPSBEEJOH
BMPFWFSBKVJDF ZPVDBOHFU
UIJTGSPNIFBMUIGPPETUPSFT 
might help.
$MFBSCSPUITBOETPVQTNBEF
XJUIGSFTIPSHBOJDJOHSFEJFOUT
DBOQSPWJEFQMFOUZPGOVUSJUJPO
BOEBSFFBTZUPFBU.BLFMPUT
BOEGSFF[FTPNFGPSMBUFS

3FTFSWFPOFADPPLJOHEBZB
week to make big batches of
GBNJMZGPPEUIBUDBOCFGSP[FO
UIFOSFIFBUFE PSBEEFEUP
MVODICPYFT XJUIPVUUPP
much effort.
4NBMMNFBMTPOBOJDFQMBUFJOB
lovely setting can be less scary
UIBOBIVHFQMBUFQJMFEIJHI
5BLFUIFUJNFUPSFMBY FBUXFMM
BOEMPPLBGUFSZPVSTFMGBOE
BMXBZTBTLGPSIFMQoFWFO
CFGPSFZPVOFFEJU

Top Tips:

WFSZJNQPSUBOU FTQFDJBMMZXIFO
TPNFPOFJTJMM#VU TPNFUJNFT
QSPUFJODBOCFEJGmDVMUUP
EJHFTU TPQSPUFJOQPXEFS
DBOCFTQSJOLMFEPOPSBEEFE
UPNPTUGPPETBOEOPONFBU
sources like tofu are pretty easy
to use.

Find a way to escape – be it reading, listening to music or do something like drawing or
writing. Sometimes you just need to get away from everything

Practical Stuff/Feed yourself
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Ingredients
2 teaspoons olive oil
CSPXOPOJPODIPQQFE
400 g lean beef mince
YHKBSPGCPMPHOBJTFQBTUBTBVDF
DBSSPUmOFMZDIPQQFE
DFMFSZTUJDLmOFMZDIPQQFE
375g spaghetti
:PVDBOMFBWFUIFWFHHJFTPVUBOEJUXJMMTUJMM
UBTUFHPPE 

Method

Easy Spaghetti Bolognaise
4QBHIFUUJCPMPHOBJTFJTBEJTIBMNPTUFWFSZPOF
XJMMFOKPZoFTQFDJBMMZJGUIFTBVDFJTQBDLFE
XJUIHSFBUJOHSFEJFOUTBOEDPPLFEXJUIMPWF0G
DPVSTFCPMPHOBJTFDBOBMTPCFVTFEJOEJGGFSFOU
XBZT TPNBLFBIVHFCBUDIBOEVTFJUGPSNPSF
UIBOPOFNFBM4FFNPSFJEFBTBUUIFFOEPGUIF
recipe instructions.
Serves 4
Preparation Time: 10 mins
Cooking Time: 30 mins

/FYUBEEUIFNJODFBOEDPPLVOUJMJUIBTDIBOHFE
DPMPVSoHPFTGSPNSFE SBXNFBUDPMPVS UP
CSPXO:PVXJMMOFFEUPTUJSJUUPNBLFTVSFUIBU
JUBMMHFUTDPPLFEBOEZPVCSFBLVQBOZMVNQT
"EEUIFWFHHJFTBOEDPPLGPSBOPUIFS
minutes.
1PVSJOUIFQBTUBTBVDFBOECSJOHUPUIFCPJM
$PWFSBOETJNNFS HFOUMZDPPL GPSBCPVU
minutes or until the veggies are soft.

Tools
4IBSQLOJGFDIPQQJOHCPBSE

)FBUUIFPJMJOBTBVDFQBOPWFSNFEJVNIFBUBOE
GSZUIFPOJPOVOUJMJUJTTPGUBOEDIBOHFTDPMPVS



)FBWZCBTFEMBSHFTBVDFQBO GPSTBVDF 



-POHIBOEMFETUJSSJOHTQPPOBOEMBEMF



Large saucepan (for pasta)

%SBJOJOBDPMBOEFS"EEBMJUUMFCJUPGPJMUPTUPQ
it sticking together.

$PMBOEFS 
#PXMT GPSLTBOETQPPOTGPSFBUJOH

8IJMFUIFTBVDFJTDPPLJOHmMMBMBSHFTBVDFQBO
XJUIXBUFS BEEBMJUUMFTBMU#SJOHUPUIFCPJMBOE
UIFOBEEUIFTQBHIFUUJBOEDPPLVOUJMBMEFOUF
4FFOPUFTGPSFYQMBOBUJPO 
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8IFOUIFTBVDFJTDPPLFE 
DIFDLJGJUOFFETBOZTBMU
BOEQFQQFS
To serve place some spaghetti
JOBCPXMBOETQPPOTPNF
sauce over the top.
4QSJOLMFXJUIHSBUFEDIFFTF

Notes
"MEFOUF<BM%&/UBZ>JTBO
Italian phrase meaning “to the
UPPUI wVTFEUPEFTDSJCFQBTUB
PSPUIFSGPPEUIBUJTDPPLFE
only until it offers a slight
SFTJTUBODFXIFOCJUUFOJOUP CVU
XIJDIJTOPUTPGUPSPWFSEPOF
Any leftover sauce can be
GSP[FOUIFOSFIFBUFEJOUIF
microwave for a quick
pasta sauce or to put on
UPBTUGPSCSFBLGBTU

LasagneoMBZFSBCBLJOH
EJTIXJUICPMPHOBJTF JOTUBOU
MBTBHOFTIFFUT DIFFTFTBVDF
BOEMBZFSBHBJOJOUIJTPSEFS 
UPQXJUIHSBUFENP[[BSFMMBBOE
DIFEEBSDIFFTFUIFOCBLFBU
 oC for 40 minutes.
A Bigger Batch oBEEH
NPSFNJODF NPSFDBSSPUBOE
BOPUIFSKBSPGQBTUBTBVDF

QuesadillasoDPWFSBUPSUJMMB
with bolognaise then top with
TMJDFESFEPSHSFFOQFQQFST 
HSBUFEDIFEEBSDIFFTF BOE
another tortilla. Brown both
TJEFTJOBOPOTUJDLGSZQBOPS
UPBTUJOBOFMFDUSJDTBOEXJDI
press (grill or snack maker).

NachosoQVUBQJMFPGQMBJO
corn chips onto a baking
USBZ EPCPWFSTQPPOGVMTPG
TacosoMFBWFUIFTBVDFBTJU
CPMPHOBJTFBOEHSBUFE
JTPSBEEBTQSJOLMFPGDBZFOOF
DIFEEBSDIFFTF UIFOQVUJO
QFQQFS TQPPOJOUPIFBUFEUBDP
the oven or microwave till
TIFMMTBOEUPQXJUITMJDFEGSFTI
the cheese melts.
UPNBUP TISFEEFEMFUUVDFBOE
HSBUFEDIFEEBSDIFFTF
A SnackoMFGUPWFSTBVDFDBO
CFSFIFBUFEBOEFBUFOPOUPBTU
PSJOBUPBTUFETBOEXJDI
Check out the website
www.nowwhat.org.au for
NPSFSFDJQFJEFBT

6TFPSHBOJDJOHSFEJFOUTJGZPV
DBOUPBWPJEBOZSFTJEVFPG
DIFNJDBMTPSQFTUJDJEFT

Variations
Chilli Con CarneBEEBDBO
PGLJEOFZCFBOT HEBSL
DIPDPMBUFBOEUFBTQPPOPG
DSVTIFEDIJMMJFTUPUIFTBVDF
XIFOJUIBTOFBSMZmOJTIFE
cooking or to a batch you are
SFIFBUJOH4UJSUJMMUIF
chocolate melts.

One thing I have learnt from this
experience is...
how to do more things, because I help so
much and I know more things than some of
the girls in my class.
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There are over 100 different
diseases that are referred to as
cancer. This table lists the most
common adult cancers. If your
parent’s cancer is not listed you
may need to ask your parents, the
doctors or nurses or check out the
websites listed on page 78 to find
out more.

Type of cancer

Description

Incidence

Treatment

Bowel cancer

Bowel cancer can grow from
either the inner lining of the
bowel or from a small raised
area called a polyp. Polyps are
usually harmless, but some can
become cancerous (malignant)
and spread.

Bowel cancer is the
most common form of
cancer diagnosed in
Australia.

Bowel cancer is highly
treatable if found early
even if it spreads to
lymph nodes. If it has
spread to other organs
such as the liver it is
more difficult to treat
and cure. Treatment
involves surgery and
then occasionally
chemotherapy
or radiotherapy
depending on the
stage of the disease.

Breast cancer

Breast cancer develops when
some of the cells in the breast
begin to grow out of control. A
cancerous growth then appears
somewhere inside the breast. It is
commonly detected by feeling a
lump in the breast or surrounding
tissue. Diagnosis is usually
confirmed by a mammogram,
ultrasound or biopsy.

Breast cancer is the
most common form of
cancer affecting women
in Australia. It also
affects men.

Treatment for breast
cancer usually depends
on where the cancer is,
whether it has spread,
the cancer’s growth
rate and the person’s
general status. Most
breast cancers are
treated either by
surgery, radiotherapy,
chemotherapy and
hormone replacement
therapy.
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Type of cancer

Description

Incidence

Treatment

Lung cancer

Lung cancer is a cancer of the
cells in the lungs. There are two
types of lung cancer: small cell
and non-small cell.

Lung cancer is the third
most common cancer
in men and the fifth in
women in Australia.

Small cell cancer of
the lungs is treated
with chemotherapy
and radiotherapy.
Non-small cell cancer
usually requires a
combination of surgery,
chemotherapy &
radiotherapy.

Prostate
cancer

Prostate cancer develops when
the cells in the prostate gland
form a tumour. (The prostate is a
small gland the size of a walnut
that sits below the bladder and
surrounds the tube that carries
urine from the bladder through
the penis.) Most prostate cancer
forms only within the prostate
and it is slow-growing compared
to other cancers. Therefore it
can be detected earlier. It can
spread to other parts of the body,
and this is known as advanced
prostate cancer.

Prostate cancer is the
most common form of
cancer in Australian
men.

Treatment depends
on age, how fast the
tumour is growing
and whether it has
spread. The most
common treatment
includes surgery and
radiotherapy. If the
cancer has spread
beyond the prostate
then hormone therapy
may be used.

The most useful piece of
information that I got was...

what was going to happen,
the side effects and where the
cancer was.
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Type of cancer

Description

Leukaemia

Leukaemia is cancer of the white blood
cells (WBCs). Bone marrow and other
blood forming organs produce abnormal
numbers of white blood cells, stopping
the production of normal blood cells.

Treatment

Acute
lymphoblastic
leukaemia
(ALL)

ALL increases the number of WBCs called
lymphocytes.

Treatment plans for ALL usually
include chemotherapy and
radiotherapy. This can be for up to
2 years. Some patients may also
require a bone marrow transplant
(BMT).

Acute myeloid
leukaemia
(AML)

AML increases the number of abnormal
WBCs called myeloid cells.

Treatment plans for AML
usually include 6 months of
chemotherapy with 2-3 drugs in
each course of treatment lasting
5-10 days. 4-5 courses of chemo
are given on a monthly basis.
Depending on the success of
chemotherapy a BMT may be
necessary.

Lymphoma

Lymphoma is cancer of the lymphatic
system, which is part of the immune
system that protects the body against
infection and disease.

Hodgkin’s
lymphoma

Cancer of the lymphatic system. Tumours
affect the lymph nodes as lymphoma cells
lodge in the system causing a lump. These
are normally close to the body’s surface,
such as in the armpit and neck.

Treatment depends on the stage
of lymphoma. Most people need a
combination of chemotherapy and
radiotherapy.

Non-Hodgkin’s
lymphoma
(NHL)

Cancer of the lymphatic system that does not
have the features of Hodgkin’s disease. NHL
affects the lymph nodes deeper inside the
body. There are different types of NHL, the
two main types being B-cell NHL and T-cell
NHL. B-cell NHL usually affects the neck,
head, throat and abdomen whereas T-cell
affects the lymph nodes in the chest.

The most common treatment
for NHL is chemotherapy and
occasionally radiotherapy. There
can be some short-term and
long-term side effects from NHL
treatment.
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Top Tips

Don’t let others keep on giving you bad advice

Type of cancer

Description

CNS Tumours

Cancers of the brain and spinal cord.

Brain tumours

Treatment

There are many different types of brain
tumours. The most common tumours grow
from glial cells, which are the support cells
in the brain.

Some brain tumours are more
serious than others and require
more aggressive therapy.
Treatment usually involves
surgery to remove the tumour, and
then radiotherapy and possibly
chemotherapy, depending on the
outcome of the surgery.

Germ cell
tumours

These tumours develop in the reproductive
organs (testicles and ovaries). They can
travel to other parts of the body including
the chest, abdomen and brain. The most
common germ cell tumours are testicular,
sacral, chest and ovarian.

Most commonly involves surgery
to remove the tumour then
chemotherapy.

Melanoma

Melanoma starts from melanocytes, the cells
in the skin that produce the skin pigment
or colour. Melanoma grows quickly which
means it can spread to the lower layer of
skin then into the body and other systems.

Melanomas are always removed
by surgery. Radiotherapy may
also be required depending on the
stage of melanoma and whether
it has spread to other organs.

Thyroid Cancer

Thyroid cancer affects the thyroid gland
which is located in the neck. There are
different types of thyroid cancer, categorised
by growth rate, malignancy and type of cells
affected.

Treatment may involve surgery,
radiotherapy, chemotherapy and
hormone therapy.

Other cancers
or tumours
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These are some of the most common tests that are used in the
diagnosis and treatment of cancer.
Test

What for

What happens

Biopsy

Used to find out whether a tumour or
abnormality is cancer. Benign means it is not
cancer. Malignant means that it is cancer.

A doctor removes a sample from
a person using one of two ways:
with a long needle (needle biopsy)
or by making a small cut (surgical
biopsy).

Blood test

An examination of the blood to see whether
the balance of the cells and chemicals is
normal.

A nurse or technician inserts a
needle into a vein, usually in the
arm. Then he or she draws blood.

Bone marrow
aspiration

Collects a small sample of cells from inside a
bone to be examined under a microscope to
assist in diagnosing leukaemia and other blood
disorders. It can also help to see if the cancer
has spread.

A needle is used to remove a small
sample of tissue from a bone
(usually the hip bone).

CAT
(computerised
axial tomography)
or CT scan

Uses x-rays and a computer to produce three
dimensional (3-D) images of the inside of the
body so the doctors can look for tumours and
can also guide the surgeon to the right spot
for a biopsy.

The patient lies flat on a table,
which moves through a large tube
while a series of x-rays is taken.
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Test

What for

What happens

MRI (magnetic
resonance
imaging)

Uses radio and magnetic waves to make
images of organs and other tissues inside the
body so the doctor can make a more definite
diagnosis.

The patient lies flat on a table,
which moves through a large tube
while an MRI machine scans the
body for several minutes.

PET scan
(positron
emission
topography)

Uses computerised pictures of areas inside the
body to find cancer cells.

The patient gets an injection
and then a machine takes
computerized pictures of areas
inside the body.

Spinal tap
(lumbar puncture)

Collects a sample of the fluid inside the spine
to be examined under a microscope. The doctor
does this to check for infections or the build up
of white blood cells or protein.

A needle is used to remove fluid
from the spine in the lower back.

Ultrasound
(ultrasonography)

Uses high-frequency sound waves to make
images of internal organs and other tissues
inside the body.

A technician moves a small
handheld device over an area
on the patient’s body. An image
appears on the computer screen.

X-ray

Takes a picture of the inside of the body using
high-energy waves.

The patient is placed in front of the
x-ray machine or lies on a table.
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You will probably hear these terms
used a lot while your parent is
being treated.

.3ra y3h7 7ahw 5n1alpx3 7rahc 51h7

This chart explains what they are.

Treatment

What is it?

Side effects

Chemotherapy
or ‘chemo’

This is the most common form of cancer
treatment. Chemo uses drugs, called
cytotoxics, to kill or slow the growth of cancer
cells. While these drugs stop the cancer cells
growing and multiplying they affect normal,
healthy cells in the process. That’s why
healthy fast growing cells such as the ones in
your hair and inside your mouth are damaged
by chemo.

Side effects vary from person to
person, from one treatment to the
next and depending on the type of
treatment. The most common are
nausea and vomiting, hair loss, mouth
ulcers, loss of appetite and tiredness.
These are usually temporary and
disappear a few weeks after
treatment stops. Some begin within
2-4 hours of the first injection and
some happen a few weeks after
treatment.

Radiotherapy
or ‘radio’

Radiotherapy uses high energy x-rays, gamma
cells or electrons to kill cancer cells, or injure
them so they cannot multiply, in a specific part
of the body. It can be used to treat the original
(primary) cancer and to treat symptoms of
cancer which has spread. The radiation will
affect all cells in the area, however, normal
cells are better able than cancer cells to resist
or recover from its effects.

The side effects of radiotherapy
will depend on which part of the
body is being treated. One of the
most common is tiredness and lack
of energy This gets worse as the
treatment goes on but gradually
improves after treatment has finished.
Other side effects include; skin
problems, hair loss, loss of appetite,
nausea and diarrhoea and chest
problems.
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Treatment

What is it?

Side effects

Hormone
Therapy

Hormones are chemicals produced in glands
that help regulate reproduction and growth.
Examples of hormones include insulin,
oestrogen and testosterone. Some cancers
grow in response to hormones (or respond to
changes in body hormones). Most hormonal
therapies work by decreasing the amount of
hormone in the body or by stopping the cancer
cells from getting the hormones. By doing this,
hormonal therapies can help reduce the size
of the cancer and slow down the spread of
the cancer.

Side effects from this treatment can
differ for men and women. The most
common ones are; tiredness, mood
swings, weight gain, nausea and hot
flushes.

Surgery

Surgery involves the cancer being removed
while the person is under general anaesthetic
or sometimes using just a local anaesthetic.
Tumours are removed this way. For some
people with bone or organ cancer it may
be necessary to remove tissue from around
the cancer to ensure that it is all remove.
Sometimes the whole organ may be removed
or a limb amputated.

The side effects from surgery are
the same as any other operation;
some pain and discomfort. Other side
effects will depend on the type of
surgery and what was done during
the operation.

Complementary
and Alternative
Treatment

Complementary therapies are treatments that
are not part of the conventional treatment
routine for cancer (like the ones mentioned
above). They are not scientifically proven, but
complementary therapies such as relaxation,
meditation, massage therapy and counselling,
can help deal with the emotional and physical
impact of the disease and treatment side
effects. They can be used together with the
other treatments.

There are few side effects from
complementary therapies.
With alternative treatments it is not
easy to know what the side effects
will be. It may be best to check this
out with whoever is recommending
the treatments.

Alternative treatments are used instead of
conventional treatment. Again they have not
been scientifically proven to treat cancer.
Examples include; high doses of vitamins,
special diets, magnets or drinking large
amounts of vegetable juices.
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Your parent will be treated by a whole team of people. Sometimes trying
to remember who does what can be a bit confusing. This chart will help.
The blank column is for you to write in the names of the people who are
looking after your parent.
There may be more than one person who is doing the same job or your mum or dad may not have
all of these people on their team.

Who are they?

What do they do?

Their name

Medical Team
Medical
Oncologist

A doctor specialising in diagnosing and treating
cancer patients.

Radiation
Oncologist

A doctor specialising in radiation to treat
cancer. This doctor will decide if radiation is an
appropriate treatment, will choose the best form
of radiation treatment and then administer it.

Surgical
Oncologist

A surgeon who specialises in removing cancers
via an operation.

Radiologist

A specialist doctor who interprets X-rays, MRI
scans and CAT scans to get pictures of the body.

Oncology Nurse
Specialist

A registered nurse with additional education and
training in cancer.
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Who are they?

What do they do?

Registered Nurse

A nurse who provides regular care in the hospital
or outpatient clinic.

Cancer Care
Coordinator

A nurse who is the main point of contact and
helps patients and families communicate
and deal with the different members of their
treatment team.

Their name

Multidisciplinary
team
Social Worker

A trained professional who helps patients and
their families adjust to life with cancer and
treatments. They can help with things like support
services, financial assistance and other practical
issues.

Clinical
Psychologist

A professionally-trained therapist who helps
with emotional and intellectual well-being during
cancer diagnosis and treatment.

Dietician

A professional who provides information to
patients and their families about nutritional needs
related to their cancer and treatment.

Pharmacist

A professional who is knowledgeable about
drugs and medications that may form part of your
parent’s cancer treatment

Physiotherapist

A professional who helps with recovering
physical movement, like walking, bending and
strengthening and may help with your parent’s
recovery after surgery.

The most useful piece of information
that I got was...
don’t smoke, eat healthily, exercise – be healthy in
mind, body, and soul, and smile.
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Cancer has a whole language of its own. Some of the terms you may
understand, some you may never need to know and some will become
part of your everyday language.
Use this list to work out what the medical team is talking about (and to impress your friends).
The highlighted words are also defined in the list.

Allogenic: Tissue from a matched donor (often
referred to with bone marrow transfusions).

Autologous: Tissue from oneself (the opposite
of allogenic).

Alopecia: The medical term for hair
loss. Alopecia often occurs as a result
of chemotherapy.

Benign: Non-cancer or non-malignant. Can’t
spread to other parts of the body.

Anaemia: A condition where there is an
insufficient amount of red blood cells in the body.
It can cause tiredness and fatigue.

Bilateral: On both sides.
Biopsy: The removal of a small sample of tissue
from the body. This sample is then viewed
under a microscope. A biopsy helps doctors to
diagnose disease.

Anaesthetic: A drug given to a patient to stop
them feeling pain during a procedure. It can be
Blood: Circulates around the body through
given as a local anaesthetic to numb the area or
arteries and veins. It carries all different
as a general anaesthetic to knock the person out!
substances such as food, oxygen and chemicals
Analgesic: A drug that relieves pain.
to the body’s cells, and helps to fight infection.
Blood consists of white blood cells, red blood
Antibiotics: Drugs used to treat or prevent
cells and platelets suspended in a liquid
an infection.
called plasma.
Anti-emetics: Drugs that help control and
Blood count or full blood count (FBC):
prevent nausea and vomiting.
Different numbers of the types of blood cells in
Aspiration: Removing fluid from the body with
the body.
a needle.
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Blood transfusion: Red blood
cells given through the IV. The
blood is from another person.
Bone marrow: The soft,
spongy area in the middle
of bones where red and
white blood cells and platelets
are made.
Bone Marrow Biopsy:
The removal of a small amount
of bone marrow, usually from
the hip.
Cancer: A general term for a
large group of diseases that
have uncontrolled growth and
spread of abnormal cells.
Carcinoma: Cancer that
forms in the tissue at the base
of the skin that lines the
body’s organs.
Catheter: A small tube that
can be inserted into the
body for removal or injection
of fluids.

Clinical trial: Research that involves giving
medications to patients and studying the results.
The aim of a clinical trial is to find better ways to
treat or prevent disease.
CT scan: A procedure that takes lots of x-rays of
the body from all different angles so that a good
picture can be formed.
Cytotoxic drugs: Drugs that are given that
damage or kill off cancer cells.
Diagnosis: The identification of a person’s
disease.
Donor: The person giving their tissue or organ to
another person.
External beam irradiation: A common form of
radiation treatment.
Fatigue: A feeling of tiredness that isn’t fixed
by sleep.
Frozen section: A sample of tissue is taken
and then frozen quickly so it can be examined
immediately under a microscope.

Central line: A catheter placed
into a vein in the chest. It is
used to give IV fluids, blood
products and take blood counts.
Chemotherapy: The use of
special (cytotoxic) drugs to treat
cancer by killing cancer cells or
slowing the spread of the cells.

One thing I have learnt from
this experience is...
that I am never alone and I have learnt to be
strong emotionally and mentally.
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Localised cancer: Cancer that has not spread
to other parts of the body.

Graft: Healthy tissue is taken from a part
of the body or from another healthy person
and transplanted to replace diseased or
injured tissue.
Haemoglobin: The component of red blood
cells that carry oxygen.

Lymph: A clear fluid that flows through the body
carrying cells through the lymphatic system to
help fight infection.
Lymph nodes: Small, bean shaped structures
that filter the lymph to remove bacteria and other
cells, such as cancer cells.

Hormone: A substance made by a gland that
helps to regulate reproduction, metabolism
and growth.

Lymphoedema: The swelling of an arm, leg or
other part of the body because of an abnormal
build-up of a fluid called lymph in the body
tissues. This sometimes happens if the cancer
blocks the drainage of fluid through lymph
system. It can also occur when the lymph nodes
have been removed by surgery or damaged by
cancer treatments such as radiotherapy.

Immune system: The network of cells and
organs that help to defend the body against
foreign invaders like germs

Malignant: Cancerous. A malignant tumour
is likely to spread to other parts of the body if
left untreated.

Immuno-compromised: Weakening of the
immune system often caused by disease or
treatment.

Metastasis: A secondary tumour that has
spread from the primary site through the
lymphatic or blood system.

Infusion: Slow injection of a fluid into a vein
or tissue.

Neutropaenia: An abnormal decrease in the
number of neutrophils, a type of white blood cell.

Intravenous: Giving fluids, drugs or blood
directly into a vein.

Oedema: Swelling caused by an accumulation
of fluid in the body or tissues.

Haematology: The type of medicine that
studies the blood. The doctor that specialises
in this is called a haematologist.

Limb salvage surgery: When the original bone
(or part of the bone) is replaced with an artificial
(prosthetic) bone or bone from another part of
the body.
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Staging: A way to identify the
extent of disease. It is then
used to determine treatment.

Palliative Care: Treatment
that focuses on relieving the
side effects or symptoms of
a disease, but will not cure it.

Stem cells: Immature cells
found in the bone marrow from
which blood cells are formed.

Platelets: Part of the blood
that stops bleeding by aiding
blood clotting.
Prosthesis: Artificial
replacement for a body part
that has been removed.
eg. arm, leg, breast.
Radiation: Energy in the form
of radio waves that can injure
and destroy cells, particularly
cancer cells.
Red blood cells: Cells that
contain haemoglobin, which
carries oxygen around the body.
Relapse: The return of the
disease after treatment and a
time of improvement.
Remission: The absence of
signs and symptoms of active
disease.

Top Tips

Plasma: The fluid portion of
the blood in which cells and
platelets are found.

Ask questions even if you are scared to do so

Oncologist: A doctor who
specialises in the treatment
of cancer.

Survival rate: The percentage
of people who are still alive
after a particular length of time
with a certain disease.
Terminal: When a disease
cannot be cured.
Thrombocytopaenia:
A decrease in the number of
platelets in the blood, causing
blood to take longer to clot.
Total body irradiation:
Radiotherapy to the whole
body, usually given prior to
bone marrow transplants.
Toxicity: Harmful side effects
caused by a drug.
Tumour: An abnormal growth
in the body.
Tumour marker: A substance
found in the blood produced by
a tumour, which can indicate
how treatment is working.
White blood cells: Cells in
the blood that help to fight
infection.
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www.cancer.org.au
The Cancer Council website has some
really good, clear information on lots
of things to do with cancer including
different types of cancers, treatments
and side effects. From this site you can
access the Cancer Councils in your state
www.leukaemia.org.au
The Leukaemia Foundation provides
information and practical support for
patients and families who are living with
leukaemia, lymphomas, myeloma and
other blood disorders.

These are organisations and websites that
can help you deal with lots of things to do
with living with a parent who has cancer.
We have included some of the most well
known and reliable sources for you.
Of course you can search for other resources on the net,
but just remember the “Good Googling Tips” (on page
12) to make sure that what you find is going to help.

Websites
www.nowwhat.org.au
This website is designed for all young people living with
cancer. You can access the information from the book as well
as more detailed information on some topics. It also has other
useful resources, stories, blogs and forums to support you.
www.canteen.org.au
CanTeen is a fantastic organisation for young people 12-24
who have a parent who has cancer (or a brother or sister or
they themselves have cancer). They run a whole lot of
programs that are aimed at linking young people
together who share similar experiences. They also
work with bereaved siblings and offspring.

www.reachout.com.au
A site especially for young people going
through tough times. Reach Out has fact
sheets on depression, self harm, drug
and alcohol as well as grief and loss.
www.cancer.gov/cancertopics
An American site that has lots of
information on a wide range of cancer
topics. It has reliable information
on genetics and cancer and dealing
with emotional stuff. Remember
it is written more for adults.
www.riprap.org.uk
A UK site that is about supporting
young people living with a
parent who has cancer.
www.myparentscancer.com.au
This is mainly about young people
who have a mother with breast
cancer, but lots of the information
is relevant for any cancer. A great
site with information on things like
healthy eating, drugs and alcohol,
relationships and money and finances.
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www.kidshelp.com.au
This has a free and confidential
on-line counselling service
as well as other helpful
information on dealing
with tough things.
www.lifeline.org.au
This is a national organisation
that has useful information
on counselling, health,
accommodation and a
whole lot of other services.
www.beyondblue.
org.au/ybblue
This is the youth website
of beyondblue: the national
depression initiative. It has
links to other support
organisations and also has
a list of doctors who have
experience in dealing with
depression. There are also
fact sheets on depression.
www.skylight.org.nz
A fantastic website with loads
of stuff that is helpful and
supportive for young people
going through a rough time.

www.youngcarers.net.au
This organisation supports
young people who are caring
for a parent who is mentally
or physically ill. They run
support programs and provide
information and links to other
services. You can access the
Young Carers Association in
your state from this site.
www.younggourmet.com
This is a great website
to do with food, cooking
and all things to do with
eating. There are recipes,
tips and competitions.
www.centrelink.gov.au
This is where you can get
all sorts of information on
Government allowances
and financial support.

www.workplace.
gov.au/workplace/
Programmes/WorkFamily/
Carersleave.htm
This is the link for information on
taking leave to care for a parent.

Telephone numbers
Kids Helpline
1800 55 1800
LifeLine
13 11 14
Cancer Help Line
13 11 20
CanTeen
1800 226 833

www.lawstuff.org.au
If you have questions relating
to legal matters this website
provides lots of answers and
also links other legal sites.

One thing I have learnt from
this experience is...
how strong my family really is and how we will
do anything for each other.
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Handy Stuff/Bibliography

The following
books, websites
and publications
have been useful
in putting this
resource kit
together:

When Your Parent has Cancer
– A Guide for Teens
National Cancer Institute
US Department of Health and
Human Resources
Hipp,E. (1995) Help For the Hard
Times – Getting Through Loss.
USA: Hazelden
Vercoe, E., Abramowski,
K. (2004) The Grief Book –
strategies for young people.
Australia: black dog books.
www.riprap.org.uk
A website developed by the
team at the Sheffield Palliative
Care Studies Group
www.myparentscancer.com.au
The National Breast Cancer
Centre’s website for young
people with a parent who has
breast cancer.
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